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An experimental study of jets and sprays formed by a spark-induced bubble collapsing near a plate with a hole is presented. A Perspex plate with a hole at its center is placed in a half-filled water tank with its top face near the air-water interface. A bubble is created using a low-voltage electrical spark below the hole in the plate. The bubble expands against the hole, which pushes the liquid present within the hole and leads to an initial primary jet of water that emerges from the other end of the hole into air. The bubble subsequently collapses and leads to a second jet that is characterized by short bursts of liquid spray followed by a thicker continuous liquid column. The impact of the sprays onto the primary jet leads to perturbations in the jet and the breakup of the latter into fine droplets. The entire phenomenon is recorded using a high-speed camera to visualize the mechanism both within and outside the hole. The results give a clearer indication of the mechanism behind a recently reported phenomenon on the formation of impacting jets caused by bubble expansion and collapse at the micrometer length scale. The variation of the jet characteristics with parameters such as the position of the water-air interface with respect to the plate and the hole geometry (i.e., the hole diameter and the plate thickness) is also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A nonequilibrium bubble oscillating near a rigid boundary is known to collapse, thereby generating a shock wave and a jet directed toward the boundary. This phenomenon has been studied traditionally for its role in cavitation damage such as to ship propellers and turbomachinery. Two possible mechanisms have been proposed for the cavitation damage, namely, (a) damage due to the high-speed jet resulting from the bubble collapse [1–4] and (b) damage due to the high pressures and shock waves generated upon bubble collapse [5–7]. In recent years, collapsing bubbles near a boundary have been studied for more useful applications such as in pumping of fluids from one side of a boundary to another through a hole at the location of jet impact [8–10], in the cleaning of surfaces using a jetting bubble [11], and in the poration of cells with potential applications in drug delivery [12,13]. In this paper we demonstrate the dynamics of an oscillating and collapsing bubble near a perforated boundary leading to the formation of two impacting jets and their breakup into a fine spray of droplets. The high-speed jet formed upon bubble collapse plays a key role in the observed phenomenon.

The formation of jets of liquid in air and their breakup characteristics have been studied for more than a century. Eggers and Villermont [14], in a review on the physics of liquid jets, gave a historical account and described the different aspects of jet breakup including the mechanisms that lead to the breakup in various situations such as in sheets, jets, and sprays. They also presented the analytical, experimental, and numerical approaches used to study the different phenomena. For the case of a round liquid jet in a stagnant gas, Lin and Reitz [15] classified the jet breakup phenomena into four different regimes based on the dominant mechanisms leading to jet breakup. Separately, in studies on multiple jets, the impingement of two liquid jets either in a head-on collision or at an angle has also been studied both experimentally and analytically [16–20]. The collision results in a thin elliptical-shaped sheet of liquid in the plane bisecting the angle between the two jets with a rim of droplets surrounding the sheet.

In a recent study [21] we showed the formation of two jets that impact coaxially and lead to a circular liquid sheet in the plane perpendicular to the jets. The sheet had a rim of droplets and the phenomenon was observed at a length scale of micrometers. The formation of these impinging jets is driven entirely by a cavitation bubble. A shock wave from a lithotripter nucleates a cavitation bubble below a hole of a few...
The water-air interface) on the jetting characteristics is then varying these parameters (hole geometry and the position of the parameters that are varied are presented. The effect of the interaction of the shock wave with the hole, which nucleates a bubble at the hole, and (ii) the ability of the bubble to actuate flow through the hole during both its expansion and collapse cycles. However, the mechanism within the hole leading to the jet impact could not be visualized or discerned. The evolution of the bubble at the bottom of the plate and the jet on top over time were also recorded in separate experiments. The mechanism of jet impact was deduced by correlating the times of the two image sequences. This was justified by the repeatability of the bubble and jet formation.

The present study is motivated by two questions arising from this earlier study [21]: (i) to determine if the formation of impacting jets using a bubble can be replicated at a larger length scale (millimeter) and (ii) to gain a deeper insight into the mechanism within the hole that led to the impacting jets. It is shown here that by a scaling up of the bubble and hole geometry to a millimeter length scale, the phenomenon of impacting jets driven by a cavitation bubble can still be realized. A Perspex plate \((80 \times 80 \text{ mm}^2)\) with a thickness of 12 mm and a hole at its center was placed at the surface of water and a bubble was created using a low-voltage electrical spark below the plate. The Perspex plate is transparent so the dynamics within the hole can be observed. The larger scale leads to slower dynamics, which is easier to observe with a high-speed camera. A high-speed video camera is used to record the bubble, the jet, and the dynamics within the hole simultaneously. The observations confirm and elaborate on the mechanism of the jet and spray formation that was deduced in the earlier study [21].

The experiments described in this paper differ from the experiments in Karri et al. [21] in two ways: the mechanism to create the bubble and the length scales. In the study by Karri et al. [21], the nucleation of the bubble was a consequence of the interaction of the shock wave with the free surface through the hole. In the experiments described in this paper, the bubble is created using a low-voltage electrical spark. A parametric study is also presented here, which shows the variation of the jet characteristics with (a) the hole geometry, i.e., hole radius and plate thickness, and (b) the position of the water-air interface with respect to the plate.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the experimental setup is described. In Sec. III a representative case study is presented. Using high-speed images, the sequence of events leading to the jet and spray formation is described. This is followed by a more detailed description of the dynamics within the hole using the same case study. The case study clearly shows the role of the bubble in the evolution of the jets. This is followed by a detailed parametric study. The details of the parameters that are varied are presented. The effect of varying these parameters (hole geometry and the position of the water-air interface) on the jetting characteristics is then shown through image sequences and the results are discussed. A summary is presented in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DESCRIPTION

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The setup consists of a tank to hold the liquid, an electrical circuit to create the spark bubble, a Perspex plate with a hole through which the jets are observed, a custom-built stand to keep the plate fixed in position, and a high-speed camera and illumination system to record the phenomenon.

The tank used is made of Perspex with dimensions of \(160 \times 160 \times 160 \text{ mm}^3\). The electrical circuit used to create the spark bubble consists of a 1-k\(\Omega\) resistor in series with a capacitor of 4700 \(\mu\text{F}\), a two-way switch, and a pair of thin copper wires (~0.1 mm in diameter) that are used as electrodes. The electrodes are crossed and placed in contact with each other and immersed in the liquid. The plates used had dimensions of \(80 \times 80 \text{ mm}^2\) with a thickness of 2, 5, or 12 mm. The plate is aligned such that the hole at its center is exactly above the crossing point of the wires (or bubble center). Water was then added such that the top face of the plate is situated on the air-water interface with air on top and water below. In order to keep the plate stable during the course of the experiment, it is secured with screws at its corners to a customized stand made of four aluminium cylinders.

The experimental procedure is described as follows. The capacitor is first charged to ~55 V with the resistor in the circuit and then short circuited through the electrodes using the two-way switch. A spark is thus produced and a bubble comprising of gaseous products from the spark discharge and liquid vapor is formed. The distance between the bubble center and the bottom of the plate \(H\) is adjusted prior to the sparking such that \(H/R_m\) is less than 1, where \(R_m\) is the maximum bubble radius. Here \(H^' = H/R_m\) denotes the nondimensional bubble center to plate distance and \(H^' < 1\) ensures that the bubble is in contact with the plate during its expansion cycle. As a result, the bubble displaces some
fluid from the hole during its expansion to form a primary jet, which is described in Sec. III. A high-speed camera operated at 30,000 frames per second (Photron Fastcam SA1.1 color) was used to record the bubble and jets. In the experiments both the bubble and the jet are recorded simultaneously, which gives clear evidence of the sequence of events leading to the sprays and jet impact. The setup was illuminated using a high-power lamp (ARRI, ARRISUN, maximum power 525 W) by a diffused back lighting method. After the recording, image processing operations (conversion to grayscale image, background subtraction, and contrast enhancement) were done on the images using the software ImageJ. The images give a clear indication of the phenomenon occurring within the hole.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Impacting jets through a cylindrical hole

Figures 2 and 3 show the phenomenon of jet impacts driven by an oscillating and collapsing bubble. The overall sequence of events is first described using Fig. 2. Subsequently, we focus on the dynamics within the hole in Fig. 3, using a portion of the sequence from Fig. 2 in greater detail. In Fig. 3 the background

FIG. 2. Overall sequence of events leading to the formation of two impacting jets and their resultant breakup due to an oscillating bubble near a holed plate. The time (in ms) is indicated at the bottom of each frame. The plate has a thickness of \( L = 12 \) mm and a hole of radius \( R_h = 0.5 \) mm. Note the formation of an initial primary jet as the bubble expands into the hole \((t = 0.53 \text{ and } 0.97 \text{ ms})\) and a tapering of its bottom portion and the formation of an air gap at the top of the hole as the bubble shrinks \((t = 1.27, 1.70, \text{ and } 1.73 \text{ ms})\). The bubble collapse leads to a perturbation propagating upward through the hole between \( t = 1.77 \text{ and } 1.87 \text{ ms} \) (see Fig. 3 for a zoom into the hole). The liquid present in the hole is pushed against the air gap and emerges as short spray bursts that impact on the primary jet and cause perturbations in the jet as shown at \( t = 2.13 \text{ ms} \) (described in greater detail in Fig. 3). The primary jet subsequently breaks up into fine droplets \((t = 2.53-4.13 \text{ ms})\) as it moves forward pushed by the fluid pumped by the collapsed bubble. A concentric jet of liquid characterized by two side jets (in the planar view) emerges later, as seen clearly at \( t = 3.50 \text{ ms} \). This results from expansion of the gas from the remnants of the bubble as it emerges out of the hole along with fluid. The darker color of the liquid immediately following the side jets (indicated by the arrow at \( t = 4.13 \text{ ms} \)) is due to the bubble or electrode remnants. Later, further liquid is pumped by the bubble and comes out as a thicker continuous column \((t = 5.80 \text{ ms})\). This liquid is distinct from the initial primary jet. The scale bar corresponds to a length of 2 mm. The maximum radius of the bubble obtained is \( R_m = 6.3 \text{ mm} \).
FIG. 3. Images from the case study in Fig. 2 between time \( t = 1.77 \) and 3.27 ms shown (with background subtracted) to get a clear picture of the mechanism within the hole subsequent to bubble collapse. The numbers in each frame indicate the time in ms. The bubble collapse at \( t = 1.77 \) ms leads to a perturbation propagating through the hole seen as a faint dark vertical line within the hole at \( t = 1.77 \) ms. Alternating air gaps (dark) and liquid packets (gray) are also formed within the hole (indicated by arrows at \( t = 1.80 \) ms). The collapsed bubble pumps liquid into the hole due to jetting induced upon collapse. This pumped liquid is seen as a dark line moving forward at the bottom of the hole from \( t = 1.90 \) ms onward (indicated by the black arrow at \( t = 1.90 \) ms). The pumped liquid also pushes the liquid originally present within the hole upward (gray region indicated by the black arrow at \( t = 2.00 \) ms). The moving liquid packets remove the air gaps and emerge in the form of short bursts of spray (formed by air-liquid interaction) and impact the primary jet as indicated at \( t = 1.87, 1.90, 2.00, \) and \( 2.13 \) ms (white arrows). The impacts lead to perturbations on the jet and its breakup into fine droplets and a spray as it moves forward, being pushed by the pumped liquid (\( t = 2.13–3.27 \) ms). At \( t = 2.97 \) ms a concentric jet (noted as two side jets in the planar image) can be seen to emerge from the hole. This is due to the gas from the remnants of the collapsed bubble that expands as it emerges out of the hole. The scale bar corresponds to a length of 2 mm.

has been subtracted from the images to get a clearer picture of the phenomenon occurring within the hole.

In Fig. 2, time \( t = 0.00 \) ms shows the instant when the spark below the plate with the hole is first observed and the bubble starts expanding. As the bubble expands, part of the bubble moves into the hole, as seen at times \( t = 0.53 \) and \( 0.97 \) ms. The expanding bubble pushes some of the liquid within the hole, which is ejected from the other side of the hole as a primary jet. The primary jet is first observed on top of the plate at time \( t = 0.53 \) ms. When the bubble expands, this jet moves upward until \( t = 0.97 \) ms. The velocity of this primary jet is calculated to be 3.5 m/s between \( t = 0.53 \) and 1.70 ms. The bubble reaches its maximum size of \( R_m = 6.3 \) mm at \( t = 0.97 \) ms and then shrinks, reaching a minimum volume and collapsing at \( t = 1.77 \) ms. As the bubble starts to shrink, the bubble pulls the liquid in the hole toward the bottom of the hole (due to backflow). Consequently, the bottom part of the primary jet starts to taper and the jet acquires a conical shape with a broader top (\( t = 1.27 \) ms). The shrinkage of the bubble and the backflow result in the formation of an air gap in the hole below the tapered portion of the primary jet, as seen at \( t = 1.70 \) and 1.73 ms. Between \( t = 1.77 \) and 1.87 ms, the activity is mainly within the hole, which is described in the following paragraph. During the period from \( t = 1.77 \) to 3.50 ms, the collapsed bubble pumps liquid through the hole due to the jetting induced upon collapse. This resultant jet is characterized by a series of short liquid packets that emerge in the form of bursts of spray, impact on the primary jet, and lead to perturbations on the
jet and its breakup. This is followed by a thicker continuous column of liquid. The developed perturbations on the primary jet due to the impact by the liquid packets can be observed in the image at \( t = 2.13 \text{ ms} \). The pumped liquid inside the hole causes the perturbed primary jet to move upward as shown in the period from \( t = 2.53 \) to \( 4.13 \text{ ms} \). The primary jet breaks up into fine droplets and a spray during this period. The impact of the sprays also accelerates the jet tip and its velocity is estimated to be around 25 m/s after the impact. In the frame at \( t = 3.50 \text{ ms} \), a concentric jet observed as two small side jets in the planar view is also shown. It is suggested here that this concentric jet is due to the expanding gas from the remnants of the collapsed bubble as the gas emerges on top of the hole together with the liquid. This is supported by the observation that the two side jets and the liquid immediately following it (\( t = 3.50–4.13 \text{ ms} \)) are black in color as compared to the lighter column just before the side jets (\( t = 2.53 \text{ ms} \)) and subsequently following them (\( t = 5.80 \text{ ms} \)). Between \( t = 3.50 \) and 5.80 ms, a thicker column of liquid can also be observed on top of the hole following the side jets. This column can be clearly distinguished from the primary jet in the frames at \( t = 4.13–5.80 \text{ ms} \).

Through Fig. 3 we now focus in greater detail on the dynamics within the hole and the sequence of events that lead to the breakup of the primary jet into a spray and the subsequent thicker column of liquid. We use the same case study as shown in Fig. 2, but include more frames during the period \( t = 1.77–3.27 \text{ ms} \). The images are shown after background subtraction. The plate is identified by the solid white horizontal lines in the first frame of the sequence. In Fig. 3 the first frame (\( t = 1.77 \text{ ms} \)) shows the situation within the hole at bubble collapse. In this frame, in addition to the air gap (dark gap) at the top of the plate, a perturbation resulting from the bubble collapse can be seen propagating through the hole as noted by a faint dark vertical line inside the hole. Subsequently alternating dark (air pockets) and gray (water) gaps are observed in the top half of the hole at \( t = 1.80 \text{ ms} \).

The water gaps are henceforth termed liquid packets. It can be observed that as each of the three air pockets get removed due to the moving liquid packets within the hole, it results in a series of short bursts of spray at the top of the hole as indicated in the frames at \( t = 1.83, 1.87, 1.97, \) and \( 2.13 \text{ ms} \). The formation of the sprays is due to the interaction of the liquid packets with the air gaps as the liquid packets emerge on top of the hole. At \( t = 2.00 \text{ ms} \), the removal of the final air gap results in the emergence of a spray with an umbrelalike top as seen at \( t = 2.13 \text{ ms} \). The impact of the spray bursts with the primary jet leads to perturbations in the primary jet and its subsequent breakup into fine droplets as seen from \( t = 2.13 \) to 3.27 ms. After \( t = 2.13 \text{ ms} \), there are no visible air gaps inside the hole and the liquid emerges on top of the hole as a continuous column between \( t = 2.13 \) and 2.97 ms. The continuous liquid flow, which is noted as an advancing dark line at the bottom half of the hole from \( t = 1.80 \) to 2.63 ms, is caused by the pumping of liquid by the collapsed bubble. It should be noted here that this pumped liquid is distinct from the liquid initially present within the hole, which is the gray region above the darker advancing liquid column as indicated by a black arrow at \( t = 2.00 \text{ ms} \). At \( t = 2.97 \text{ ms} \), the nature of the liquid emerging from the hole changes with two side jets observed in this planar view, which is attributed to the expanding gas from the remnants of the bubble as described earlier.

Based on the above sequences, the mechanism leading to the formation of the impacting jets and the resultant spray is summarized as follows. A bubble expanding in close proximity \( H' < 1 \) to a plate with a hole situated at an air-water interface pushes part of the liquid within the hole to emerge as a primary jet on the other side of the hole. The primary jet continues to move upward as the bubble expands and reaches its maximum size. The bubble then begins to shrink, leading to a backflow within the hole. Consequently, although the primary jet continues to translate upward, it acquires a conical shape with a narrower bottom and a broader top portion. By the time the bubble reaches its minimum volume, the backflow results in the formation of an air gap at the top of the hole just below the bottom (now narrowed down) portion of the primary jet. The bubble then collapses, leading to a perturbation that travels as a disturbance within the hole. The perturbation results in the formation of alternating air gaps and liquid packets near the top half of the hole. The bubble collapse also leads to pumping of fluid through the bottom half of the hole. This perturbation and the pumping of fluid due to bubble collapse leads to two effects. First, as the liquid within the hole moves forward, the air gaps are removed by the interspaced liquid packets. The interaction of the liquid packets with the air gaps results in the breakup of the liquid into a series of short bursts of spray as the liquid packets emerge on top of the hole. The impact of these spray bursts at the bottom of the primary jet cause perturbations in the jet. This results in a breakup of the jet into fine droplets and a spray even as it moves forward, pushed by the liquid pumped from below. Second, the fluid that is pumped through the hole by the collapsed bubble emerges as a thicker continuous jet of liquid on top of the hole following the spray.

### B. Parametric study

After getting insight into the mechanism that leads to the formation of impacting jets due to an oscillating bubble, a parametric study was conducted. The parameters that are expected to affect the bubble and jet characteristics were first identified as the hole radius \( R_h \), the maximum bubble radius \( R_m \), the distance of the bubble from the bottom of the plate \( H', \) and the plate thickness \( L \). These parameters are indicated on the top right in Fig. 1. Using the spark-discharge method to create the bubble, precise control over the bubble size is limited because of the difference in voltage discharged during the short-circuiting process, which may vary from 4 to 7 V. The bubble center to plate distance \( H' \) was also always chosen such that \( H' < 1 \) to ensure that the bubble will expand against the hole during its expansion cycle. Thus only the two parameters related to the plate are varied. The first parameter is the plate thickness \( L \). Plates of three different thicknesses \( L = 2, 5, \) and 12 mm were used to study the effect of plate thickness. For all three plates, the hole radius was kept fixed at \( R_h = 1 \text{ mm} \). The second parameter that is varied is the radius of the hole \( R_h \). In this case, the plate thickness was fixed at \( L = 12 \text{ mm} \) for all the plates used. Seven different plates with hole radii of \( R_h = 0.5, 1, 3, 6, 7.5, 9, \) and 12 mm were chosen for this parametric study.
The values of $L$ and $R_h$ were chosen based on two dimensionless parameters, namely, aspect ratio $L/2R_h$ and the ratio of bubble radius to hole radius $R_m/R_h$. In the earlier study by Karri et al. [21], the diameter of the hole in the plate was $2R_h \sim 25 \mu m$ and the plate had a thickness $L$ of around 500 $\mu m$. This indicates a high aspect ratio $L/2R_h$ of $\sim 20:1$, which resulted in the impacting jets. The present experiments confirm that the formation of impacting jets needs a high aspect ratio $L/2R_h$, which was around 12 in the base case (Fig. 2). As the ratio is reduced (due to decrease in $L$ or increase in $R_h$), the impacting jets with a spray are not so prominent or are even absent in some cases (see, for example, results from Fig. 4). A second dimensionless parameter that plays a role in the jet characteristics is the bubble size to hole size ratio.

![Image](image_url)

**FIG. 4.** Effect of varying the plate thickness on the characteristics of the jet and the bubble at the bottom. The plates used here have thicknesses of (a) $L = 2$ mm, (b) $L = 5$ mm, and (c) $L = 12$ mm. The hole radius is $R_h = 1.0$ mm in all the plates. The water level within the hole in all the cases is coincident with the top face of the plate. In (a) note the total ejection of the liquid in the hole due to the bubble expansion ($t = 0.80$ ms). The subsequent bubble dynamics is different from that of a submerged nonequilibrium bubble. The maximum bubble radius is $R_m = 3.9$ mm. In (b) the bubble splits into two upon collapse. The jet characteristics are similar to that of Fig. 2 but driven by the top half of the split bubble. The bottom portion of the split bubble moves away from the plate. The maximum bubble radius $R_m = 5.3$ mm in this case. In (c) both the jet and bubble characteristics are similar to that in Fig. 2. The primary jet, the spray impacting the jet, and the subsequent continuous liquid column are thicker here due to the larger hole radius used as compared to Fig. 2. The bubble reaches a maximum radius $R_m = 5.1$ mm. The scale bar corresponds to a length of 2 mm.
$R_m/R_h$ varied from a value of 140 to 270 $\mu$m, which corresponds to a $R_m/R_h$ value varying from $\sim$ 5.6 to 11. In other words, the bubble should be much larger than the hole to displace liquid from the hole as it expands. In the present experiments, the bubble radius $R_m$ varies between 3 and 6 mm. It is indeed seen that the impacting jets are prominently observed at low hole radii $R_h$. As the hole radius $R_h$ increases, the volume of liquid displaced by the bubble relative to the volume within the hole decreases and so the initial jet due to bubble expansion becomes weaker (see results from Sec. III E).

The formation of the impacting jets depends on the presence of liquid within the hole during the bubble expansion and collapse. Therefore, the position of the air-water interface and the level of water within the hole are expected to affect the jet characteristics. Consequently, a study of the effect of water level was also carried out. Four different positions of the water-air interface relative to the plate were studied: (i) the plate is positioned with its top face coinciding with the water level, with air on top of the plate and water below (default position); (ii) the plate is completely submerged with a 0.5-mm-thick layer of water on top of the plate; (iii) the plate is submerged halfway through its thickness; and (iv) the bottom of the plate is situated just above the water level and in contact with it. The water level positions (ii)–(iv) are indicated in the first frames of the sequences shown in Figs. 4(a)–4(c) using a dash-dotted horizontal line. The plate used in these experiments had $R_h = 0.5$ mm and a thickness $L = 12$ mm.

We now discuss the results from the parametric study by varying the parameters as described above.

### C. Effect of plate thickness $L$ on jet and bubble characteristics

Figure 4 shows the effect of varying the plate thickness $L$ on the characteristics of the jet and the bubble. The thickness of the plate used is $L = 2$, 5, and 12 mm, respectively, for Figs. 4(a), 4(b), and 4(c). The plate used had a hole of radius $R_h = 1$ mm in all three cases. The position of the plate (solid white horizontal lines) and the hole (dotted white vertical lines) are shown in the first frame of each sequence ($t = 0.00$ ms) when the spark is first observed. The water level within the hole in all the cases is coincident with the top face of the plate.

In Fig. 4(a) the bubble and the primary jet due to the expanding bubble are shown at $t = 0.23$ ms. The bottom of the primary jet starts to narrow and the jet assumes an umbrella shape between $t = 0.23$ and 1.53 ms. The velocity of the jet is calculated to be 6.9 m/s. In this case, due to the small thickness of the plate, the bubble pushes out the entire fluid within the hole during its expansion to a maximum radius of $R_m = 3.9$ mm. Consequently, as the jet moves upward, for example, at $t = 0.80$ ms, the bubble is vented to the outside air and experiences air on one side and water on the other. The subsequent bubble dynamics is much different from an oscillating nonequilibrium bubble in liquid. The bubble starts to split in the middle ($t = 1.20$–9.40 ms), but eventually the splitting is not complete and the bottom portion of the bubble merges with the top portion as seen at $t = 16.23$ ms. No spray or a subsequent continuous liquid column is observed in this case as the hole consists of only air and no liquid after the formation of the primary jet. The dynamics of the vented bubble, particularly its tendency to split, resembles the dynamics of a cavity formed at a free surface due to impact of a solid object or disk [22,23], where the cavity collapse is driven by hydrostatic pressure. In the earlier studies above, the cavity is exposed on one side entirely to the free surface, whereas in the present experiments, the bubble is vented through a small hole. The splitting is also incomplete here and does not form two oppositely directed jets, unlike in the earlier reported experiments [22,23].

When a plate of intermediate thickness $L = 5$ mm is used [Fig. 4(b)], the bubble expands to its maximum radius of $R_m = 5.3$ mm by $t = 0.73$ ms. A primary jet with a narrower base and an umbrella-like top is seen at this time. In Fig. 2 the bottom of the primary jet was observed to narrow due to backflow during bubble shrinkage. A similar observation is made here from $t = 0.73$ to 1.43 ms. The velocity of the primary jet is calculated to be 3.9 m/s. At $t = 1.53$ ms, the bubble collapses. An interesting phenomenon is observed as the bubble collapses: The bubble splits into two with the top portion leading to a perturbation and spray through the hole ($t = 1.53$–1.67 ms) while the bottom portion moves in the opposite direction away from the plate. At $t = 1.93$ and 2.37 ms, a thicker continuous column of liquid following the spray is also observed. The phenomenon on top of the plate is quite similar to that in Fig. 2. In this case though, the primary jet has a distinct umbrella-shaped top and the spray appears to impact against the primary jet but does not change its character, much as seen from the images at $t = 1.67$, 1.93, and 2.37 ms.

Figure 4(c) shows the bubble near a plate of thickness $L = 12$ mm. The bubble reaches its maximum radius of $R_m = 5.1$ mm at $t = 0.80$ ms and its minimum volume at $t = 1.37$ ms. A primary jet is seen to emerge on top of the plate from $t = 0.80$ to 1.37 ms at a velocity of 1.6 m/s. As the bubble collapses ($t = 1.53$ ms), a liquid emerges in the form of a spray and impacts the primary jet. The spray also accelerates the jet tip and leads to its breakup ($t = 1.53$–3.80 ms). The velocity of the jet tip after the impact of the spray is calculated to be 8.7 m/s. Subsequently, a thicker column of liquid is observed ($t = 3.07$ and 3.80 ms) following the spray. Side jets can also be distinguished at the top of the thicker column ($t = 3.07$ ms) attributed to the gas from the bubble remnants expanding as it emerges. The phenomenon observed is very similar to that observed in Fig. 2 except that in this case, a larger hole is used ($R_h = 1$ mm).

Thus the plate thickness does have an effect on the jet characteristics. The results show that formation of the impacting jets requires that the plate should be thick enough so that the bubble does not vent to the atmosphere as it expands. In this case, the bubble is fully vented when $L = 2$ mm, which is the smallest thickness used.

### D. Effect of water level on the jet characteristics

Next we investigated if the location of the air-water interface with respect to the plate plays a role in the jet characteristics. In all the cases described until now (Figs. 2–4), the water level was coincident with the top face of the plate. In this parametric study, three different cases were studied as shown in Figs. 5(a)–5(c): (a) The water level is located 0.5 mm above the plate, i.e., the plate is fully submerged; (b) the water level...
FIG. 5. Effect of varying the water level with respect to the plate on the jet characteristics (a)–(c). The images are shown after background subtraction. The plate used had a thickness of $L = 12\, \text{mm}$ and hole radius of $R_h = 0.5\, \text{mm}$. The water level is indicated with a dash-dotted horizontal line: (a) plate just submerged, (b) plate half submerged, and (c) plate just above the water surface. Note the absence of the primary jet due to bubble expansion in (a). The maximum radius of the bubble was $R_m = 5.6\, \text{mm}$. In (b) the sequence of events is similar to that in Fig. 2. The air gap is indicated by a white arrow at $t = 1.67\, \text{ms}$. The side jets are also indicated at $t = 2.97\, \text{ms}$ (white arrow). The maximum bubble radius attained was $R_m = 5.7\, \text{mm}$. In (c) the bubble expansion pushes some liquid into the hole and causes it to come out as a primary jet ($t = 0.77, 1.37, 1.43, \text{and} 1.53\, \text{ms}$). A faint spray impacting the primary jet could be distinguished upon bubble collapse ($t = 1.97\, \text{ms}$). A small amount of fluid is subsequently pumped through the hole by the jet induced by the collapsed bubble, which can be seen as a faint vertical line at the bottom of the hole at $t = 4.13\, \text{ms}$ (indicated by the white arrow). The maximum bubble radius obtained was $R_m = 5.0\, \text{mm}$. The scale bar corresponds to a length of 2 mm.

is located approximately halfway through the thickness of the plate; and (c) the water level is located just below the plate and touching it. The images are shown after background subtraction to get a clearer picture of the phenomenon within the hole. The first frame in each sequence shows the positions of the plate (horizontal solid lines), the hole (vertical dotted lines), and the water level (horizontal dash-dotted line). The first frame ($t = 0.00$) is taken at the time when the spark is first observed.

In the sequence in Fig. 5(a), the bubble expands to its maximum radius of $R_m = 5.6\, \text{mm}$ at $t = 1.20\, \text{ms}$ and collapses to its minimum at $t = 1.87\, \text{ms}$. During this expansion and collapse cycle of the bubble, the bubble expands into the hole ($t = 1.20\, \text{ms}$), but there is no distinguishable primary jet observed on top of the plate pushed by the expanding bubble. This is different from the case in Fig. 2 when the water level was coplanar with the top of the plate. It is possible that the liquid pushed by the expanding bubble in the form of a supposedly primary jet is diffused into the surrounding thin liquid layer on top of the plate. On the collapse of the bubble, a perturbation can be observed to propagate within the hole ($t = 2.10\, \text{ms}$). As the collapsed bubble subsequently pumps...
liquid through the hole, a jet is seen to emerge on top of the liquid surface into air from \( t = 2.50 \) to 5.47 ms. There is no prominent spray observed possibly because the formation of a spray requires the presence of both air gap (or gaps) and liquid packets within the hole. The air gap is not formed here due to the thin layer of water on top of the plate.

The sequence in Fig. 5(b) shows the bubble near a plate with the water level midway through the thickness of the plate. As the bubble expands to its maximum radius of \( R_m = 5.7 \) mm \((t = 0.90 \) ms\) and collapses to a minimum \((t = 1.67 \) ms\), a primary jet emerges. The jet then narrows at its bottom even as the jet tip moves forward at a velocity of \( \sim 2.5 \) m/s. An air gap (indicated by a white arrow) is also formed due to the shrinkage of the bubble and the resultant backflow at \( t = 1.67 \) ms. A perturbation can be seen propagating upward within the hole at \( t = 1.73 \) ms characterized by alternating air gap (dark) and liquid packet (gray) regions within the hole. The perturbed primary jet due to the impact of the spray burst (or bursts) can be seen clearly at \( t = 2.00 \) ms. The subsequent evolution of the perturbed jet and its breakup can be seen from \( t = 2.00 \) to 3.43 ms. During this period, the continuous liquid column due to pumping in the hole by the collapsed bubble following the spray is also noted. The side jets attributed to the gas from the remnants of the bubble are also distinguished at \( t = 2.97 \) ms (indicated by a white arrow). The phenomenon observed is very similar to that in Fig. 2.

The sequence in Fig. 5(c) depicts the situation where the water level coincides with the bottom of the plate. The bubble expands to its maximum radius of \( R_m = 5.0 \) mm by \( t = 0.77 \) ms. A faint semblance of a primary jet is seen on top of the plate at this time. After the bubble collapses to a minimum \((t = 1.37 \) ms\), a perturbation propagating upward can be observed in the hole. This is noted from the alternating movement of air and liquid between \( t = 1.43 \) and 1.53 ms, which leads to a faint spray. The spray impacts on the jet, leading to a slightly perturbed primary jet observed on top of the plate at \( t = 1.97 \) ms. By \( t = 4.13 \) ms, a faint dark vertical line can be observed moving forward at the bottom of the hole, which is associated with the liquid being pumped by the bubble collapse.

E. Effect of hole radius \( R_h \) on the jet characteristics

Finally, we present the effect of varying the radius of the hole in the plate \( R_h \) on the jet characteristics. Here we present six image sequences in Figs. 6(a)–6(f) with hole radii of \( R_h = 2.0, 3.0, 6.0, 7.5, 9.0, \) and 12.0 mm, respectively. All the plates had a thickness of \( L = 12 \) mm. The images are shown after background subtraction to observe the dynamics within the hole clearly. In the first frame in each sequence, the position of the plate (solid black lines) and the hole (dotted black lines) are indicated. The water level was coincident with the top face of the plate in all cases. It should be noted here that in Figs. 2 and 4(c) two other hole radii of \( R_h = 0.5 \) mm and 1.0 mm have already been discussed. The characteristics of the jet and the mechanism observed in these two cases are very similar.

Figure 6(a) shows the jetting through a plate with a hole of radius \( R_h = 2.0 \) mm driven by the bubble. The bubble is created at \( t = 0.00 \) ms and reaches its maximum radius of \( R_m = 4.1 \) mm by \( t = 0.77 \) ms. A faint primary jet is also seen on top of the plate at this time. The bubble shrinks to its minimum volume by \( t = 1.43 \) ms and at this time, the jet on top can be clearly seen. The velocity of the primary jet is calculated to be 4.5 m/s. The air gap within the hole due to backflow is also observed similar to that explained in earlier cases (for example, Fig. 2). At \( t = 1.47 \) ms, the bubble collapses and a disturbance can be seen propagating upward through the hole. A burst of spray due to the bubble collapse and the liquid packet within the hole being pushed against the air gap is first observed on top of the plate at \( t = 1.67 \) ms. The subsequent evolution of the perturbed jet and its breakup into a fine spray is also seen from \( t = 2.33 \) to 2.77 ms. By \( t = 3.87 \) ms the resulting fluid flow from the fluid pumped by the collapsed bubble emerges on top of the plate as a thicker jet. Here, due to the larger hole radius as compared to Fig. 2, the mass of the liquid packet forming a burst of spray and impacting the primary jet is larger, leading to a more prominent breakup of the jet. The thicker liquid column continues to move upward as seen at time \( t = 6.47 \) ms. The overall sequence of evolution of the jet does not differ much from the cases with \( R_h = 0.5 \) mm (Fig. 2) and \( R_h = 1 \) mm (Fig. 4(c)).

We now focus on the evolution of the jet at diameters of \( R_h = 3.0, 6.0, \) and 7.5 mm as shown in Figs. 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d), respectively. The jet in the three cases shares some similarities, which are highlighted below. In all three cases, the bubble reaches its maximum radius of \( R_m = 3.5, 4.7, \) and 5.5 mm, respectively, at times \( t = 0.60, 0.73, \) and 0.80 ms for Figs. 6(b), 6(c), and 6(d). There is only a very weak or hardly visible primary jet observed on top of the plate for the three cases \((t = 0.60, 0.73, \) and 0.80 ms, respectively). This is possibly because the expansion of the bubbles is not strong enough to displace enough volume of fluid from the hole. However, as the bubble shrinks to its minimum volume, an air gap is formed on top of the hole for all the three cases \((t = 1.10, 1.23, \) and 1.30 ms, respectively). Subsequently, the bubble collapses and as the liquid within the hole interacts with the air gap, an initial burst of spray and a subsequent thicker liquid column can be seen for all three cases. For Fig. 6(b) the spray is observed to evolve into a crown type of structure before the thicker column of liquid catches up \( t = 1.43–5.60 \) ms. In a similar fashion, the thicker liquid column catches up with the spray, which breaks up into fine droplets on top of the plate for the other two cases [from \( t = 4.80 \) to 14.73 ms for Fig. 6(c) and \( t = 5.47 \) and 10.23 ms for Fig. 6(d)]. The key observation from these cases is that at increased hole radius \( R_h \) with respect to the bubble radius \( R_m \), the primary jet is weak or almost suppressed because of insufficient energy in the expanding bubble to push the liquid out of the hole.

In Fig. 6(e) an interesting observation is made. The plate used had a hole of radius \( R_h = 9 \) mm in this case. The bubble is created at \( t = 0.00 \) ms and reaches a maximum radius of \( R_m = 2.7 \) mm at \( t = 0.33 \) ms. Subsequently, it shrinks to a minimum by \( t = 0.60 \) ms. However, after that, the bubble does not form a jet but continues to oscillate almost spherically, reaching again a maximum at \( t = 0.70 \) ms. At a much later time \((t = 3.17 \) ms\), the bubble is observed to be almost stationary in terms of translated distance. The reason for such a behavior of the bubble is explained as follows. As the hole diameter with respect to the bubble radius increases, the bubble is subject to two opposing influences that determine the direction of the jet. Due to the presence of the plate, the bubble tends to jet upward.
Fig. 6. Effect of varying the hole radius \( R_h \) in the plate on the jet characteristics. The images are shown after background subtraction. The hole radii used and the bubble maximum radii attained are, respectively, (a) \( R_h = 2.0 \) mm and \( R_m = 4.1 \) mm, (b) \( R_h = 3.0 \) mm and \( R_m = 3.5 \) mm, (c) \( R_h = 6.0 \) mm and \( R_m = 4.7 \) mm, (d) \( R_h = 7.5 \) mm and \( R_m = 5.5 \) mm, (e) \( R_h = 9.0 \) mm and \( R_m = 2.7 \) mm, and (f) \( R_h = 12.0 \) mm and \( R_m = 3.1 \) mm. In (a) the sequence is similar to that of Fig. 2 with a primary jet (from \( t = 0.77 \) to 1.47 ms), a subsequent spray impacting the primary jet and perturbing it (from \( t = 1.67 \) to 2.77 ms), and finally the continuous thicker liquid column through the hole (from \( t = 3.97 \) and 6.47 ms). (b)–(d) show a similar behavior: The bubble first expands into the hole but only a very weak or hardly visible primary jet is distinguishable. This is due to the large volume of liquid in the hole (due to large \( R_h \)) relative to the volume displaced by the bubble. During bubble shrinkage, an air gap is formed on top of the hole in all three cases \( t = 1.10 \) ms in (b), \( t = 1.23 \) ms in (c), and \( t = 1.30 \) ms in (d). A crownlike structure is observed on top of the hole in all three cases upon bubble collapse (due to spray impact with primary jet). In (e) the bubble collapses and oscillates almost spherically. Due to the large hole radius \( R_h \), the presence of the plate and the free surface simultaneously near the bubble leads to opposing influences on the bubble to form a jet and the bubble simply oscillates. In (f) the bubble behaves as if near a free surface and forms a jet away from the plate. All the plates used had a thickness of \( L = 12 \) mm. The scale bar in the first frame of each sequence corresponds to a length of 2 mm.

toward the plate. At the same time, because of the large \( R_h \), the influence of the free surface also acts on the bubble. The free surface causes the bubble to jet away from the surface (i.e., in the downward direction). It appears that at the combination of hole radius, bubble radius, and distance \( H \) in Fig. 6(e), both the opposing influences counteract each other almost equally, resulting in a near-spherical bubble oscillation.

In Fig. 6(f) the influence of the free surface on the bubble is more clearly seen when a larger hole of \( R_h = 12 \) mm is used. The bubble is created at \( t = 0.00 \) ms and reaches a maximum radius of \( R_m = 3.1 \) mm at \( t = 0.57 \) ms and subsequently its minimum volume at \( t = 0.83 \) ms. However, after that, the bubble jets away from the free surface and a trail is seen to move away from the hole \( t = 0.97, 1.30, \) and 4.10 ms). Thus an increase of the hole radius \( R_h \) of the plate leads to a variety of jetting phenomena, as evidenced by the results of Fig. 6.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper a further elucidation of a recently reported phenomenon of impacting jets driven by an expanding and collapsing bubble is presented. It is shown that bubble-driven jet impacts and sprays can also be replicated at a larger length scale of millimeters by suitable scaling of the bubble and the plate geometry. The mechanism behind the jets, particularly the dynamics within the hole, are now observed by using a
transparent Perspex plate and high-speed photography. The correlation between the bubble and the jetting and spray formation on top of the plate is also clearly established by recording both the bubble and the jet together in the same frame. Finally, the larger length scale of the experiment as compared to the earlier study [21] and the simple experimental setup to create a bubble enabled a detailed parametric study. The effect of the hole geometry, such as the hole diameter and the plate thickness as well as the water level in the hole, on the evolution of the jet characteristics and the bubble were studied. The bubble ejects the entire fluid within the hole and vents to the outside air when the plate thickness is small. This leads to a splitting of the bubble into two and its dynamics are different from a submerged nonequilibrium bubble in liquid. The jet characteristics also change due to this change in the bubble character. The location of the water-air interface with respect to the plate influences the jet characteristics. For the impacting jets to form, the presence of liquid within the hole is crucial and the water level needs to be halfway or coplanar with the plate. As the radius of the hole increases, the volume displaced by the bubble during its expansion relative to the volume within the hole decreases. This leads to a weak or almost suppressed primary jet. However, an air gap is nevertheless formed upon shrinkage of the bubble. The liquid pumped by the collapsing bubble leads to a crownlike structure. At very large hole radii, the bubble jets away from the plate as if near a free surface of water. The results indicate a method for the formation, acceleration, and breakup of a jet into fine sprays by using an oscillating and collapsing bubble and could be useful for applications involving atomization of liquids.